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Abstra t
We des ribe a generalization of the Haskell Boolean type,
whi h allows us to use existing de ision pro edures for reasoning about logi al expressions. In parti ular, we have
onne ted Haskell with a Binary De ision Diagram (BDD)
pa kage for propositional logi , and the Stanford Validity
Che ker for reasoning in quanti er-free, rst-order logi .
We have de ned referentially transparent interfa es to these
pa kages allowing the user to ignore the details of their imperative implementations. We found that having a tight
onne tion between the provers and Haskell allows Haskell
to serve as a meta-language enhan ing the apabilities of the
provers. We illustrate the use of these pa kages for reasoning
about a sort algorithm and a simple mi ropro essor model.
In the sort example, the parametri nature of Haskell's polymorphism is used to lift the result of the BDD analysis to
arbitrary datatypes.

1 Introdu tion
Here's some old advi e: go through life like a swimming
du k | remain alm and unrued on the surfa e, but paddle like fury underneath. This advi e applies to datatypes
in programming languages. Consider the Integer datatype
in Haskell. As far as the Glasgow Haskell ompiler is onerned, the operations of Integer are implemented with
alls to the GNU multi-pre ision arithmeti library, with
all its an illary mess of manipulating storage and pointers.
Above the surfa e, however, is quite another story. As far
as the user is on erned, Integer is just another numeri
datatype with the usual arithmeti operations de ned on it.
It is quite possible to use Integer without thinking about
the implementation me hanism at all. Of ourse, the plain
numeri interfa e provided by Haskell is far poorer than the
ri h variety of methods provided by the full library. However, experien e suggests that, for most users, a simple interfa e to a omplex implementation provides far more bene t
than a omplex interfa e used simply.
The goal of this paper is set out on the same program
for logi al types like booleans. Ex ellent pa kages are now
available that implement de ision pro edures for di erent
logi s, and we wondered whether lean interfa es ould be
built to allow the details of the de ision pro edures to be
hidden under the surfa e.

Haskell's type lass system was designed to solve a thorny
problem in language design: how to ombine overloading
and polymorphism of numeri operators. The problem was
motivated by the variety of numeri types. The solution
was general enough to also solve several similar problems
involving equality and printing. But, the notion of overloading booleans just didn't arise. However, several re ent
examples have made it lear that it's useful to be able to
overload even simple types like booleans.
The Fran work on rea tive animations demonstrates this
point ni ely [9℄. In Fran, datatypes are lifted over time. An
integer, for example, is repla ed by a fun tion from time
to integer, and the numeri operations are de ned pointwise. The same is done for equality. Are two time-varying
integers equal? The answer is a time-varying boolean. By
de ning the boolean operations pointwise, it is easy to see
that fun tions from time to Bool are fully \boolean".
Another example, and one whi h is the dire t inspiration for this work, is the Voss veri ation system [20℄, used
extensively for hardware veri ation. Voss uses a lazy fun tional language alled FL as its interfa e language. In FL,
booleans are implemented using Binary De ision Diagrams
(BDDs) [4℄. In e e t, a de ision pro edure for propositional
logi is built into the language, allowing the user to ombine
simulation and veri ation in powerful ways.
In this paper, we introdu e two new avors of booleans
for Haskell. The rst one follows FL by de ning booleans
using Binary De ision Diagrams. The improvement over FL
is that we're able to do this by a mixture of type lasses,
the foreign fun tion interfa e, and a little unsafePerformIO
magi , rather than by designing and implementing (and
maintaining!) a new language. For the se ond avor of
booleans, we extend the logi to quanti er-free predi ate
logi by using the Stanford Validity Che ker (SVC) [2℄.
The implementations of ea h avor are omplex and have
a strong imperative feel to them, but for both we have dened referentially transparent interfa es, allowing the underlying tools to do their work while the user simply sees
the orresponding values. To some extent, this hoi e was
for ed upon us: we found that a fairly tight integration with
SVC was ne essary in order to avoid overly large intermediate data stru tures and to exploit the data sharing provided
by SVC.
Even though both implement de ision pro edures for logi s, BDDs and SVC are quite di erent in their approa h.
BDDs represent propositional formulae maintained in a
anoni al form. The results of operations are simpli ed inrementally, so equivalen e between propositions is deter-

mined immediately by stru tural equivalen e. In ontrast,
be ause it handles a ri her logi , the basi SVC operations
onstru t the problem statement. Mu h of the work is ontained in testing logi al equivalen e, whi h involves a all
to the prover. What pleased us about the embedding in
Haskell is that both approa hes are implemented in the same
framework, so the user has great freedom to de ide whi h is
appropriate for the task.
The tight onne tion between the various provers and
Haskell allows Haskell to be used very naturally as a metalanguage, in e e t enhan ing the apabilities of ea h of the
logi s. In the BDD ase, we have an example where the
parametri nature of Haskell's polymorphism an be used to
lift the result of the BDD analysis to arbitrary datatypes. In
the SVC ase, we present an example where we introdu e an
uninterpreted fun tion, but use the expressiveness of Haskell
to generate a limited axiomatization of it.
In summary, the goal of this paper is to des ribe a new
easy-to-use power tool for the Haskell programmer's workben h. Appli ations in lude veri ation of Haskell programs
within Haskell. This suggestion immediately brings to mind
visions of higher-order logi s, but for now we'll forgo generality in favor of the automation of simpler logi s.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2
presents the Boolean lass. In Se tions 3 and 4 we des ribe
BDDs, and provide an example leveraging the stru ture of
Haskell. In Se tion 5 we do the same for SVC and in Se tion 6 we present a larger worked example using the power
of SVC. The remaining se tions present dis ussion.

data BinTree a t =
Terminal t
| Bran h a (BinTree a t) (BinTree a t)
deriving Eq
ofa tor a (Terminal x) =
(Terminal x, Terminal x)
ofa tor a (Bran h b x y) =
if a == b then (x, y) else ( ,

)

top2 x y =
a `min` b
where
a = index x
b = index y
index (Terminal _) = maxBound
index (Bran h a _ _) = a
norm b(Bran h a x y) = if x == y then x else b
norm x = x
bddBran h a x y =
let a' = top2 x y
(x1, x2) = ofa tor a x
(y1, y2) = ofa tor a y
in
if a <= a' then
norm (Bran h a x1 y2)
else
norm (Bran h a' (bddBran h a x1 y1)
(bddBran h a x2 y2))

2 Logi al Type Classes
We now do for Bool what the Num lass does for numeri
types. That is, we de ne a type lass signature for operations over booleans. It ontains all the usual suspe ts, plus
impli ation (==>), mutual impli ation (<=>), and if-then-else
(ifb).

Figure 1: Bdd normalization
lass Boolean b => Eql a b where
(===) :: a -> a -> b

lass Boolean b where
true :: b
false :: b
(&&) :: b -> b -> b
(||) :: b -> b -> b
(==>) :: b -> b -> b
(<=>) :: b -> b -> b
not :: b -> b
ifb :: b -> b -> b -> b

3 Binary De ision Diagrams
Binary De ision Diagrams (BDDs) are a representation of
boolean fun tions as a binary tree. The nodes are labeled
by boolean variables, and the leaves, usually referred to as
terminals, are boolean values. A BDD represents a boolean
formula in the form of a ase analysis.
An Ordered BDD (OBDD) is a normal form for BDDs
de ned as follows:
 the variables along every path are in stri tly in reasing
order, and

Bool is of ourse an instan e of lass Boolean.

We also need to refer to logi al variables, whi h are not
an aspe t of the Bool datatype. Thus, we introdu e a new
lass for logi al variables.



lass Var a where
var :: String -> a

For example, here's a little proposition about distributing

&& over impli ation:

all unne essary nodes are eliminated. An unne essary node represents a variable upon whi h the subtree
doesn't depend, and is re ognized as a node where both
left and right hildren are equal.

An Ordered BDD is further a anoni al form for boolean formulae, thus equality of two OBDDs is redu ed to stru tural
equality.
Constru tion of OBDDs an be easily des ribed in
Haskell, as we show in gure 1. Creating a new terminal
is easy|just use the Terminal onstru tor. Creating a new
bran h (bddBran h) is a matter of pushing the bran h down
the tree until it's label is in order. Noti e that as a node

(var "a" ==> var "b") && (var " " ==> var "d")
==>
(var "a" && var " ") ==> (var "b" && var "d")

Of ourse, Bool is used in many pla es in the prelude.
One pla e that it shows up is in the de nition of equality.
We de ne a variant of the Eq lass where the boolean result
is abstra t.
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snippet of IDL des ribing the BDD implementations for the
boolean onstant true, and boolean onjun tion:

is moved down the tree, its bran hes get dupli ated. This
dupli ation may be ountered by the pruning a tion of the
se ond restri tion (implemented by norm). But in general,
the worst ase size omplexity of a BDD is exponential in
the number of variables.
An important re nement that makes BDDs a pra ti al
tool for large s ale veri ation is Redu ed Ordered BDDs
(ROBDDs)1 [4℄. An ROBDD is one in whi h the tree is
redu ed to a dire ted a y li graph (DAG) by performing
ommon subexpression elimination to apture all stru ture
sharing. This has two bene ts. The rst is that equivalen e
of BDDs is redu ed to pointer equality. The se ond is a redu tion in spa e use, whi h an be onsiderable when there's
a signi ant amount of regularity in the data. Despite the
worst- ase size omplexity of BDDs, the worst ase is often
avoided in pra ti e.
However, there's another aspe t of sharing that isn't aptured by just using a DAG. The regularity that leads to a
lot of stru tural sharing also leads to performing the same
boolean al ulations on a given BDD over and over again|
you may do a lot of work just to realize that you've already
onstru ted this tree before. Thus, another important tri k
in a BDD implementor's bag is to keep a memo table for
ea h basi boolean operation so that the operation is only
performed on e on any given BDD (or pair of BDDs).
It's an interesting question whether a Haskell implementation of BDDs would o er any improvement over a highlytuned o -the-shelf BDD library written in C. We've pursued
this question by doing prototypes that use the latest features
of Hugs and GHC to implement stru ture sharing and memoizing. The results are promising, but it's lear that Haskell
isn't really ready to beat C at its best game. So maybe we're
trying the wrong strategy. All of these stru ture-sharing and
memoizing me hanisms make BDDs stri t, whereas the simple implementation of OBDDs sket hed above is lazy. An
even more interesting question may be whether there's some
way to play o of Haskell's strengths and take advantage of
laziness. This question is pursued further in Se tion 7.1.

muBdd
muBdd

The [in℄ annotations indi ate that the argument is an input
argument only (i.e. it doesn't return a result by side-e e t).
The rst parameter to both fun tions is ommon to all
BDD alls and is the stru ture that holds all the ontext ne essary for managing BDDs, su h as hash tables, and garbage
olle tion data.
The signatures that H/Dire t generates for these two
fun tions are as follows:
mu_bdd_one :: CmuBddManager -> IO (CmuBdd)
mu_bdd_and :: CmuBddManager ->
CmuBdd -> CmuBdd -> IO (CmuBdd)

3.2 Managing BDDs
Of ourse, the raw imported interfa e to the BDD pa kage is not exa tly the svelte du k that we were after in
the beginning. There are two things in the way. First,
the CmuBddManager is an implementation artifa t that we
would rather hide from users. Se ond, the result lies in the
IO monad. Our plan is to hide the fa t that we are using
an imperative implementation underneath by liberal use of
unsafePerformIO. We will then to justify why it's really safe
after all.
In the C world, the types CmuBddManager and CmuBdd are
pointers to ri h stru tures. In Haskell, all of that is hidden,
and they appear as type synonyms for the type Addr, a type
whi h only supports pointer addition and pointer equality.
However, even this is more than we want to expose about
BDDs, so we de ne a new abstra t type for BDDs.
newtype BDD = Bdd CmuBdd

The BDD manager must ordinarily be expli itly alloated at the beginning of a program. We would rather it
was allo ated on demand without any muss or fuss from the
programmer. We use unsafePerformIO to get this e e t:

3.1 The CMU BDD Library
The BDD library used in this paper is David Long's BDD
library (whi h we'll refer to as the CMU library) [16℄, whi h
is an ROBDD pa kage written in C, and is one of several
high-quality ROBDD pa kages that are available. We use
the CMU BDD pa kage as distributed with the VIS suite,
version 1.3, from Berkeley [1℄. As with other BDD pa kages,
it omes with its own garbage olle tor that has been tuned
to work well with BDDs.
We import the CMU BDD pa kage into Haskell with the
help of H/Dire t [10℄. Using the foreign fun tion interfa e
of either GHC or Hugs, you an interfa e to libraries written in various imperative languages, su h as C, FORTRAN,
Java, et . H/Dire t helps simplify that pro ess by automatially generating the glue ode that marshals and unmarshals
datatypes from C/FORTRAN/Java to Haskell. The input
to H/Dire t is a spe i ation of the external library's interfa e, written in IDL, an Interfa e Des ription Language
used in industry. IDL interfa e des riptions are essentially
annotated C de larations. In the ase of the BDD library,
it was a fairly easy matter to translate the header le from
the library into an IDL des ription. For example, here's the
1 Subsequently,

mu_bdd_one ([in℄ muBddManager bddm);
mu_bdd_and ([in℄ muBddManager bddm,
[in℄ muBdd x, [in℄ muBdd y);

bdd_manager :: CmuBddManager
bdd_manager = unsafePerformIO ( mu_bdd_init)

In the instan e de larations for Boolean, we distribute the
bdd_manager to all the alls, and the extra t the result from
the IO monad with unsafePerformIO.
instan e Boolean (Bdd Bool) where
true = Bdd $ unsafePerformIO $
bdd_one bdd_manager
(Bdd x) && (Bdd y) =
Bdd $ unsafePerformIO $
mu_bdd_and bdd_manager x y
...

The $ operator is right-asso iated fun tion appli ation
(f $ g $ x = f (g x)).
Dealing with variables brings up another detail of the
ma hinery that we wish to hide. The BDD pa kage uses
integers as variable identi ers, but we'd rather provide the
ni er interfa e of using strings as variable identi ers. Thus,
we keep a table that assigns to ea h variable name en ountered so far a unique integer.

we will use the term BDD to mean ROBDD.
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4.1 Comparison-Swap Sorting

bdd_vars :: IORef [(String, Int32)℄
bdd_vars = unsafePerformIO (newIORef [℄)

Knuth has a famous theorem about sort algorithms that are
based only on omparison-swaps (an operation that takes
two elements and returns them in sorted order). The theorem states that if su h an algorithm is able to sort booleans
orre tly, it will also sort integers orre tly. Knuth's proof is
based in de ision-theory, and is spe i to sorting. We have
dis overed that Knuth's result is a spe ial ase of the more
general theorems oming from polymorphi parametri ity.
This suggests the following proof te hnique. Take a polymorphi fun tion, perform some veri ation using BDDs at
the boolean instan e, and then use the parametri ity theorem to dedu e a orresponding result for more omplex
types. In e e t, the boolean instan e a ts as an abstra t interpretation of the more general algorithm, and parametri ity supplies the abstra tion and on retization relationships.
To see how this works in pra ti e, we rst need to onsider the type of a omparison-swap sort. We want to avoid
the manual examination of the program text that an appli ation of Knuth's theorem would require. What an we
learn from the type alone? The type annot tell us that the
algorithm is a sorting algorithm, but it an ensure that it
makes no assumptions about the ontents of the list, ex ept
via the rst parameter. Consider the type:

The instan e of BDDs for the Var lass is then de ned in
terms of a fun tion that keeps tra k of the ne essary bookkeeping. The fun tion newvar takes a referen e to the lookup
table, and a variable identi er, and onstru ts a BDD representing that variable.
newvar :: CmuBddManager ->
IORef [(String,Int32)℄ -> String ->
IO CmuBdd
newvar m v a =
do vars <- readIORef v
ase lookup a vars of
Just i -> bdd_var_with_id m i
Nothing ->
do b <- bdd_new_var_last m
i <- bdd_if_id m b
writeIORef v ((a, i) : vars)
return b
instan e Var (Bdd Bool) where
var a = Bdd $ unsafePerformIO $
newvar bdd_manager bdd_vars a

3.3 Safe use of

sort :: ((a,a)->(a,a)) -> [a℄ -> [a℄

unsafePerformIO

If the sort argument is indeed a omparison-swap fun tion
then, intuitively, the type of sort ensures that the only datasensitive operation sort an use is omparison-swap.
Let's make this pre ise. Consider the parametri ity theorem for fun tions of this type [19, 23℄ (f, g, and h are universally quanti ed, and we de ne j  k = x; y:(j x; k y)):

All this use of unsafePerformIO may seem a bit blithe, so
it's worth a few moments to informally justify why it doesn't
harm referential transparen y.
For starters, sin e the types CmuBddManager and CmuBdd
are essentially abstra t, we're in ontrol of what an be observed about the imperative side. We simply do not import
operations from the CMU pa kage that reveal the imperative stru ture, su h as a pro edure that gives the size of
internal hash tables. Those fun tions that we do import,
despite all the operational goings-on with hash tables and
heap allo ation, are essentially fun tional. The imperative
features a e t the way the data is onstru ted, but not the
data itself, and we give ourselves no way to observe the imperative details of how the data is onstru ted.
We do allow ourselves to do pointer equality on CmuBdds,
whi h is how stru tural equality is tested. But sin e the
pointers will be equal if-and-only-if the stru tures are equal,
this is safe.
One point to question is the use of unsafePerformIO in
the de nition of bdd_vars to extra t an IORef out of the IO
monad. By doing this and then using the IORef elsewhere
inside the IO monad, we're making the assumption that the
store inside the IO monad is indeed persistent, and that
IORefs are oherent between invo ations of the IO monad.
Fortunately, although this behavior is not, to the authors'
knowledge, do umented, it is at least the most reasonable
assumption to make. After all, the IO monad is supposed to
represent the \real world", whi h has the behavior of being
persistent.

(a; a)
hh

?

(b; b)

f

- (a; a)
hh

g

?
- (b; b)

[a℄

)

map h

?

[b℄

-

sort f

[a℄

map h

-

sort g

?

[b℄

In Haskell, the theorem applies only when h is stri t and,
sin e the introdu tion of seq in Haskell 98, bottom-re e ting
as well.
Now, instantiate a to be Int, and b to be Bool, and hose
f and g to be the standard omparison/swap over integers
and booleans (where False < True) respe tively. If we an
show that sort g sorts sequen es of booleans orre tly (using
BDDs for example), then the parametri ity theorem will
allow us to on lude that sort f sorts sequen es of integers
orre tly as well.
To see this, suppose the onverse, and we will derive a
ontradi tion. Suppose xs ontains x and y, su h that x < y.
For sort f to be in orre t, there has to exist at least one x
and y pair whi h appears out of order (y before x) in the list
sort f xs . Let h be the fun tion that is false for all inputs
less than y, and true otherwise (h(n) = y <= n). This
fun tion ommutes with f and g, and is stri t and bottomre e ting as well, thus it satis es the pre ondition for the
theorem. Therefore, the right-hand side of the theorem must
hold.

4 An Example: Sorting
BDDs give us the ability to show equivalen e of boolean
fun tions. This is useful of itself, but in this se tion we
show how the stru ture of Haskell an be used to imply
mu h ri her results. The example we take is from sorting.
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Now, by assumption, sort g (map h xs ) is sorted orre tly. That is, the result is a list of booleans with all
the o urren es of False pre eding the o urren es of True.
However, if y pre edes x in the result of sort f xs then
the result of map h(sort f xs ) will ontain an o urren e of
True before the nal o urren e of False. Thus, we have a
ontradi tion, so the assumption that y pre eded x in the
result of sort f xs was in orre t.
In e e t, parametri ity has ensured that sort behaves
oherently over all types, so that results at the boolean instan e an be used to imply onsequen es at other types.
Another perspe tive is that parametri ity expresses the
multi-fa eted symmetry inherent in this problem Symmetry is vital in veri ation by model he king for redu ing
large problem spa es to manageable proportions, and that
is what is a hieved here [8℄. Rather than model he k on
lists of 32-bit integers, we perform the he k on single-bit
integers.

bitoni _to_sorted mpSwap [℄ up = [℄
bitoni _to_sorted mpSwap [x℄ up = [x℄
bitoni _to_sorted mpSwap xs up =
let k = length xs `div` 2
(ys, zs) = pairwise mpSwap (splitAt k xs)
(ys', zs') =
if up then (ys, zs) else (zs, ys)
in
bitoni _to_sorted mpSwap ys' up ++
bitoni _to_sorted mpSwap zs' up

4.2 Che king Comparison-Swap Sort on Booleans
The missing part of the story is using BDDs to show that

sort g sorts lists of booleans orre tly. We an only show

that sorting is orre t for an arbitrary, but xed-length list.
The logi of BDDs is simply not powerful enough to prove
the result in general (whi h would require some kind of indu tive argument|well beyond the s ope of propositional
logi ). However, sin e the method is automated, it's no
trouble to he k it for a variety of lengths of list, leaving
only very subtle bugs out of its rea h.
The sorting algorithm we use is bitoni sort, an eÆ ient
algorithm that is parti ularly amenable to hardware realization. Also, for a sorting algorithm, it's fairly tri ky, so
it's a good andidate for veri ation. The ode is given in
Figure 2. Bitoni sort is designed to work on lists that have
a length that is a power of two. It re ursively divides the
list into two parts and sorts ea h partition. To ombine the
two parts it swaps orresponding elements in ea h list. Beause one list is sorted in as ending order and the other in
des ending order, the swapping results in all the elements in
the rst list being lower (or higher) than the elements in the
se ond list. The two lists are in the orre t form to repeat
this swapping on the two sublists to arrive at a sorted list.
To verify the algorithm, we rst need a simple predi ate
to indi ate whether a list is sorted or not.

pairwise f ([℄, [℄) = ([℄, [℄)
pairwise f (x : xs, y : ys) =
let (x', y') = f x y
(xs', ys') = pairwise f (xs, ys)
in
(x' : xs', y' : ys')
bitoni _sort mpSwap [℄ up = [℄
bitoni _sort mpSwap [x℄ up = [x℄
bitoni _sort mpSwap xs up =
let k = length xs `div` 2
(ys, zs) = splitAt k xs
ys' = bitoni _sort mpSwap ys True
zs' = bitoni _sort mpSwap zs False
in
bitoni _to_sorted mpSwap (ys' ++ zs') up
mpSwap x y = if x < y then (x, y) else (y, x)

sorted test [℄ = true
sorted test [x℄ = true
sorted test (x : ys(y : _)) =
x `test` y && sorted test ys

Figure 2: Bitoni Sort

Now, we will state the property that we want to show for a
list with variable elements, but a xed length of sixteen.
result = sorted lessEq (sort xs)
where
xs = [ var ("x" ++ show i) | i <- [0 .. 15℄ ℄
sort xs = bitoni _sort mpSwap xs True

It remains to de ne the two BDD-spe i

fun tions

mpSwap and lessEq. These turn out to be parti ularly ni e.
mpSwap a b = (a && b, a || b)
lessEq a b = a ==> b

Now, when we query Haskell about result, it returns true.
5

formula ::= ite (formula, formula, formula)
j (term = term)
j predi ate symbol (term, ..., term)
j true
j false

4.3 Limitations to using Parametri ity
We expe t the veri ation te hnique outlined above to be
useful in many ases, but it's not a pana ea. Sometimes
parametri ity is not powerful enough to apture appropriate
abstra tions. In e e t, some types are simply not expressive
and/or onstraining enough to enable the boolean instan e
to say mu h about the general ase. Consider the following
variation on the example above.
It might seem that the parametri ity argument that we
used to e ho Knuth's sorting theorem would apply just as
easily to a regular sort algorithm based on a omparison
fun tion, with type:

term

Figure 3: The SVC logi

sort :: ((a, a) -> Bool) -> [a℄ -> [a℄

However, it is fairly easy to onstru t a pseudo-sorting algorithm of this type that will orre tly sort lists of booleans
but fails to sort lists of integers orre tly. Consider the following: take the rst element of the list as a partition value.
Next, do a one-pass sort into three bu kets: one for elements less then the partition, one for those equal (neither
less, nor greater), and one for those greater. Finally, sti k
the partition element in the equal bu ket, and on atenate
the bu kets in the order: less, equal and greater. Partitioning based upon a single element will work for booleans,
be ause there's only two values; however, it learly won't
work in general.
So, the parametri ity-based approa h must fail for
omparison-based sorts. Where does it break down? First,
examine the \free theorem" for a omparison-based sort.
(a; a)
hh

?

(b; b)

f

- Bool

[a℄

)
g

- Bool

map h

?

[b℄

-

sort f

-

sort g

5.1 Conne ting SVC with Haskell
Our initial interfa e with this tool was le-based. We had
a representation of expressions in the logi as a datatype in
Haskell and wrote expressions of this form to a le that was
later read by SVC. As we worked on larger examples, this
approa h be ame unmanageable. The size of the stru ture
was extremely large and did not take advantage of possible
sharing of subexpressions. While SVC's internal data stru ture is not anoni al as is the ase for BDDs, it is optimized
and shares ommon subexpressions. Thus it qui kly be ame
apparent that a mu h better approa h is to have a tight link
between the pro ess of generating the term and building the
term in SVC. Using H/Dire t we were able to reate an abstra t interfa e to the SVC C++ fun tions that build the
expressions. We used version 1.1 of SVC.
As it is a ri her logi , SVC expressions in lude
more than just boolean-valued terms. Figure 3 ontains a des ription of the SVC logi . The predi ate
and fun tion symbols introdu e uninterpreted predi ates
and fun tions. The fun tions ite and = are interpreted
fun tions representing \if-then-else" and equality. The
fun tions read and write are interpreted as a ting on
stores; an axiom of the logi relating these fun tions
is, read (write (store, index, data), index) = data.
Other logi al, numeri , bit ve tor and re ord operations also
have an interpreted meaning.
Using H/Dire t we reated an interfa e to SVC that has
fun tions for building ea h of the kinds of terms and formulae. These fun tions return elements of the type PExpr,
whi h are pointers to SVC expressions. The interfa e fun tions to SVC that build expressions in the logi do not distinguish between terms and formulae.
As with the BDD pa kage, the alls to the SVC fun tions
are wrapped in unsafePerformIO to extra t the value from
the IO monad. Be ause the only way to observe the SVC
expressions is to he k their validity, the meaning of an expression is the same regardless of its order of onstru tion.
Therefore we an use the term building fun tions as if they
are referentially transparent.
Only a subset of the SVC expressions, the formulae, an
be used to instantiate the Boolean lass. Even though the
underlying pa kage doesn't distinguish between terms and
formulae, we want Haskell to make this distin tion so that
the Boolean lass is only instantiated for formulae. We reate the datatypes Sv Formula and Sv Term to wrap around
the pointers to expressions that SVC returns to make them
distin t types.

[a℄

map h

::= ite (formula, term, term)
j fun tion symbol (term, ..., term)
j read (term, term)
j write (term, term, term)
j distin t onstant
j formula

?

[b℄

The on lusion is identi al in ea h instan e of the parametri ity theorem, but the pre ondition of this instan e is
mu h more stringent than before. The key to proving the
omparison-swap ase was the ample supply of appropriate
fun tions h to \dete t" any in orre tly sorted list. However, the pre ondition on h in this ase requires that the
omparisons on the two sorts, integer and boolean say, are
equivalent to one another. Thus for the ase of omparison
sort there are essentially no interesting hoi es for h relating
the integer and boolean ases.

5 The Stanford Validity Che ker
The Stanford Validity Che ker (SVC) is an implementation
of a de ision pro edure for a quanti er-free, rst-order logi
with equality [2, 7, 11℄. It has been used extensively for miropro essor validation and veri ation [7, 11, 12, 22℄ and
re ently for requirements validation [18℄. The logi allows
models to in lude uninterpreted fun tions, whi h an be
used to represent datapath operations in a pipelined ar hite ture. SVC returns a ounterexample if the formula is not
valid.

newtype Sv Formula = Sv F PExpr
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INVALID
Falsifying Assumptions
======================
Assert:

newtype Sv Term = Sv T PExpr

We wrap the output of the SVC fun tions with Sv F or Sv T
as appropriate. The arguments to the fun tion must be
unwrapped.
Using Haskell's type system to distinguish between terms
and formulae in SVC's logi , we instantiated the Boolean
lass using only the formulae of SVC.

$92:(lt $7:a1 $11:a3)
Deny:
$85:(lt $8:a2 $7:a1)
Deny:

instan e Boolean Sv Formula where
true = Sv F $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv .makeTrue
(Sv F a) && (Sv F b) =
Sv F $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv .makeAnd a b
...

$55:(lt $8:a2 $11:a3)
Deny:
$57:(lt $7:a1 $12:a4)
Deny:

The fun tions Sv .makeTrue and Sv .makeAnd are alls to
the SVC pa kage.
In SVC the equality operator is also used to reate formulae. This operator is an instan e of the generalized equality
lass:

$13:(lt $11:a3 $12:a4)
Deny:

instan e Eql Sv Term Sv Formula where
(Sv T a) === (Sv T b) =
Sv F $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv .makeEquals a b

$9:(lt $7:a1 $8:a2)
INVALID
Case_Splits:
7
Exprs_Generated:

Be ause SVC has both terms and formulae, there are
fun tions that reate terms. We provide wrappers for these
fun tions as well. For example, f n reates an uninterpreted
fun tion appli ation, where the rst string argument is the
name of the fun tion, and the arguments to the fun tion are
provided in a list:

57

Figure 4: SVC ounterexample
mpSwap x y =
let test = pred "lt" [x,y℄ in
(itet test x y, itet test y x)

f n a bs =
Sv T $ unsafePerformIO $
(if (bs==[℄) then Sv .makeSymbol a
else Sv .makeUninterpretedF n a
(args bs))

lessEq x y = not (pred "lt" [y,x℄)

The fun tion args turns the Haskell list of terms into the
SVC form.
The SVC pa kage has two instantiations of the Var lass
{ one for formulae, and one for terms.

The prover was invoked to determine if a xed length list
of symboli elements is sorted, as in:
result = he kValid
(sorted lessEq (sort xs)) where
sort xs = bitoni _sort mpSwap xs True
xs = [var "a1", var "a2", var "a3", var "a4"℄

instan e Var Sv Formula where
var a = Sv F $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv .makeSymbol a

SVC returned with a ounterexample found in Figure 4.
The ounterexample is in the form of a series of assertions and denials of subformulae. The \$" variables refer
to internal subexpression names. The ase provided in Figure 4 has both :(a2 < a1) and :(a1 < a2), whi h means
a2 must equal a1. The ase also says that a1 < a3 and
:(a2 < a3), whi h is impossible when a1 and a2 are equal,
and < has its intended meaning. From this ounterexample, we learned that we annot a hieve our veri ation result
without providing more information about the behavior of
the \less than" operator.
SVC has an interpreted \less than" fun tion for rational expressions that we ould use. But we wished to he k
the sort algorithm for all types of ordered elements without any meta reasoning. SVC needed the information that
the \less than" operator is irre exive, transitive, and that
x 6= y ) (x < y = :(y < x)). We provided these in the
form of ante edents to the onsequent that we wanted to
he k. This is a limited axiomatization of the \less than"
operator.
The SVC logi has no quanti ers so it was ne essary to
generate all the possible instantiations of these properties

instan e Var Sv Term where
var a = Sv T $ unsafePerformIO $ Sv .makeSymbol a

Type annotations are sometimes ne essary to distinguish
whi h instan e of var is being used in a Haskell program.
The interfa e in ludes the SVC fun tion he kValid to
all the prover on the onstru ted expression. Calls to
he kValid are referentially transparent be ause our interfa e tells SVC to treat ea h he k independently from any
other alls to the prover. We pop its sta k of knowledge
about a parti ular proof session ( ontext), but retain its
data about the expressions that have been built.

5.2 Sort Example
SVC is able to he k the sort algorithm presented in Se tion 4 for a xed length list of elements without the parametri ity meta reasoning be ause SVC an reason over arbitrary types. To do this, we provided di erent de nitions for lessEq and mpSwap. We made the \less than"
operator an uninterpreted predi ate repla ing its use with
pred "lt" [a,b℄. We also used the SVC \if-then-else",
namely itet.
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pipeState

pipe input

-

?
?
pipe flush
?

?
pipe flush
?
pipe flush
?

pipe flush

:::

?

refState

register le only. The register le element of the pipeline is
proje ted from its state as part of the orre tness statement.
Be ause we leave the ALU operation as an uninterpreted
fun tion, our veri ation using SVC does not depend on the
datapath width and operations. For the operations on the
register le, the interpreted write and read SVC fun tions
are used. The SVC instantiations of the Boolean operators
and equality (===) are hosen automati ally.
To verify the pipeline, we stall it to ush its state by
setting the stall signal of the input high for a ertain number
of steps. The ush input ontains symboli values for every
input other than the stall signal.

0

pipe flush

pipe flush

proj

pipeState

:::

flush = (true,
var "flushDestReg",
var "flushOp ode",
var "flushSr 1Reg",
var "flushSr 2Reg")

proj

-

refMa hine input

?

refState

0

flushPipe initialState n =
if (n == 0) then initialState
else flushPipe (pipe flush initialState) (n-1)

Figure 5: Bur h and Dill Commuting Diagram (found in [7℄)

The initialState also assigns symboli values to all the
internal lat hes of the pipe:

for the symboli elements in the input list. Haskell's list
omprehension syntax was very onvenient for stating, in a
ompa t form, all the ante edents that were needed. For
example, transitivity of a relation r for a list of elements is
expressed as:

initialState = (var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var
var

trans r x y z = (r x y && r y z) ==> r x z
genTrans list r =
foldr1 (&&) [trans r
x <y <z <-

x y z |
list,
list,
list℄

"registers",
"arg1",
"arg2",
"bubble_wb",
"dest_wb",
"result",
"bubble_ex",
"dest_ex",
"op_ex")

To al ulate the left and bottom route of the ommuting
diagram, we ush the pipeline, proje t out a state for the
referen e ma hine, and run the referen e ma hine on this
initial state with symboli input:

With these ante edents, SVC returns instantly for the
bitoni sort of 4 elements saying that the sort algorithm
is orre t.

proj (registers, _,_,_,_,_,_,_,_) = registers

6 Example 2: Mi ropro essor Veri ation

input = (var
var
var
var
var

As a se ond example of the use of SVC in Haskell, we present
the veri ation of a simple pipelined ALU used in Bur h and
Dill [7℄ (originally found in Bur h et al. [6℄). In their presentation, they use a simple hardware des ription language
based on Lisp as input to their veri ation pro ess. This se tion des ribes how this example an be veri ed in Haskell
using SVC and uninterpreted fun tions for the datapath operations.
The Bur h and Dill approa h to veri ation automati ally al ulates an abstra tion fun tion relating a mi ropro essor pipeline to a referen e ma hine. The al ulation
is done using symboli simulation. The pipeline is equivalent to the referen e ma hine if the diagram in Figure 5
ommutes. The abstra tion fun tion onsists of ushing the
intermediate results of the pipeline and proje ting from the
pipeline only the parts of the state visible in the referen e
ma hine (proj).
Figure 6 is a pipeline and referen e ma hine modeled in
Haskell, translated from the des riptions in Lisp found in
the appendix of Bur h and Dill's paper. The state of the
referen e ma hine is simply the register le. The referen e
ma hine and the pipeline are ompared on the value of the

"stall",
"dest",
"op ode",
"sr 1",
"sr 2")

path1 n = refMa hine input
(proj (flushPipe initialState n))

We ompare path1 with the other side of the ommuting
diagram. In path2, we run the pipeline on the symboli
input, starting from the symboli initial state, and then ush
the pipeline:
path2 n = proj
(flushPipe (pipe input initialState ) n)

These two paths are omputed by exe uting the Haskell
models. On any path in the pipe there are at most two
lat hes, therefore the pipe should agree with the referen e
ma hine after two ushes. The veri ation ondition that
we pass to the prover to be he ked is:
pipeTest = (path1 2) === (path2 2)
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type Input =
(Sv Formula,
Sv Term,
Sv Term,
Sv Term,
Sv Term)

------

stall
dest
op ode
sour e1
sour e2

type PipeState =
(Sv Term,
Sv Term,
Sv Term,
Sv Formula,
Sv Term,
Sv Term,
Sv Formula,
Sv Term,
Sv Term)

----------

register file
arg1
arg2
bubble-writeba k
dest-writeba k
result
bubble-ex,
dest-ex,
op ode

SVC veri es pipeTest instantly.
Integrating SVC with Haskell reates a very onvenient
debugging loop when there are errors in the model. Using
the information in a ounterexample, on rete values an be
input to the model to illustrate the error.

7 Dis ussion
The se tion dis usses some interesting points that have been
raised in reating these logi al abstra tions.

7.1 Shallow versus Deep Embedding
In order to look most like a du k, we've taken the approa h
of doing a shallow embedding of both BDDs and SVC. This
means we dire tly interpret the logi al operators as operations on the internal data stru tures of the BDD pa kage
and SVC. An alternate approa h is a deep embedding, where
we onstru t an intermediate data stru ture that is exa tly
(or lose to) the term stru ture.
One bene t of the deep embedding is that it gives us
the opportunity to ta kle the normalization pro ess in different ways that may be more eÆ ient. By analogy, when
onstru ting BDDs in rementally, we must use essentially
a bubble sort to put the nodes in sorted order. The in remental approa h is ne essarily based on lo al de isions, but
we know that sorting is suboptimal when it is restri ted to
making lo al de isions. Thus, we an imagine being able
to do something analogous to mergesort to put a BDD in
normal form mu h more eÆ iently.
This approa h is not onsidered feasible in the stri t setting of a C implementation, be ause the intermediate data
stru ture would be huge, and spa e is more of a limiting fa tor with BDDs than speed. The intermediate data stru ture
would not be able to take advantage of any sharing. Thus,
the only feasible approa h is to al ulate the sharing as you
go.
However, in the setting of a lazy fun tional programming
language, we have more options. Be ause the intermediate
data stru ture doesn't ne essarily get built, we may be able
to take advantage of laziness to pro ess BDDs more eÆiently, while not taking a hit in spa e usage.
Another argument in favor of a deep embedding is that
we ould let Haskell ontrol de omposition or simpli ation
before alling the de ision pro edure. Haskell ould be ome
a platform for building \minimal proof assistants" [17℄ ombining evaluation for term generation, de ision pro edures,
and theorem proving te hniques.

pipe :: Input -> PipeState -> PipeState
pipe (stall, dest,op ode,sr 1,sr 2)
(registers,arg1,arg2,bubble_wb,dest_wb,
result,bubble_ex,dest_ex,op_ex) =
(registers',arg1',arg2',bubble_wb',dest_wb',
result', bubble_ex',dest_ex',op_ex')
where
registers' = itet bubble_wb
registers
(write registers dest_wb result)
bubble_wb' = bubble_ex
dest_wb' = dest_ex
result' = f n "alu" [op_ex, arg1, arg2℄
bubble_ex' = stall
dest_ex' = dest
op_ex' = op ode
arg1' = itet ((not bubble_ex) &&
(dest_ex === sr 1))
result'
(read registers' sr 1)
arg2' = itet ((not bubble_ex) &&
(dest_ex === sr 2))
result'
(read registers' sr 2)
type RefState = Sv Term

-- register file

refMa hine :: Input -> RefState -> RefState
refMa hine (stall, dest, op ode, sr 1, sr 2)
registers =
itet stall
registers
(write registers dest
(f n "alu" [op ode,
read registers sr 1,
read registers sr 2℄))

7.2 Types
So far, we are not making too mu h use of Haskell's ri h
type system. The only type distin tion that we make in
SVC expressions is between booleans and any other kind of
term. We are working on building a typed layer on top of
SVC logi al terms where we regain the type he king bene ts
of Haskell. This layer will make extensive use of type lasses
letting Haskell do the work of hoosing the orre t instan es
of fun tions rather than the user.

Figure 6: Mi ropro essor models

7.3 Ambiguity
One unfortunate onsequen e of generalizing booleans to a
type lass is that ambiguity problems an arise left and right.
Booleans are used all over the pla e as intermediate values,
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Individually de ision pro edures have been onne ted to
other fun tional languages. For example SVC has been onne ted to Lisp. Voss uses BDDs for all boolean manipulations. And BDD pa kages su h as Buddy [15℄ have been
onne ted to ML and as a de ision pro edure in the HOL
theorem prover [13℄. Compared to these approa hes, we use
a generalized version of the Bool datatype through the lass
system to allow the pa kages to be used somewhat interhangeably. Furthermore, using Haskell we are able to provide this link in a pure fun tional language while preserving
referential transparen y.

espe ially in if-then-else expressions. Intermediate types
in expressions don't show up in the type of the overall expression, and thus the type lass system has no basis upon
whi h to hose whi h instan e to use. The same s enario
holds for the Num lass, but Haskell resolves this by the default me hanism. It would be helpful if the default me hanism ould be made more general, su h that we ould talk
about defaults for Boolean as well.

7.4 BDD Variable Order
As was pointed out in the introdu tion, in our zeal to put
a pretty fa e on omplex implementation pa kages, we give
up a good deal of ontrol.
For the sake of simpli ity the interfa e that we provide
to the BDD pa kage leaves the user unaware of the details of variable order when building a BDD. The variables
are ordered by the time of their reation. Sin e Haskell
is free to hange the order of evaluation, the variable order is not even predi table. This an have serious drawba ks, sin e the size of a BDD an vary greatly depending on the variable order. Figure 7 gives two BDDs for
(a1 && b1) || (a2 && b2) || (a3 && b3) with di erent
variable orderings. The dashed lines are false bran hes and
the solid lines true bran hes.
However, in pra ti e, trying to ontrol variable ordering
is a bit of a bla k art, and the problem in unde idable in
general. But this situation is analogous to spa e allo ation
in Haskell, whi h is similarly out of the programmers hand,
and has similar bad worst- ase s enarios. One option, when
variable order really needs to be ontrolled, is to use expli it
sequen ing via seq.

9 Con lusion
It seems that our logi al du ks swim quite well as abstra t
datatypes in Haskell. By generalizing the boolean and equality lasses, it is possible to use the di erent de ision pro edures somewhat inter hangeably. We have de ned referentially transparent interfa es, allowing the underlying tools
to do their work while the user simply sees the orresponding values. Having a tight onne tion between Haskell and
the de ision pro edure allowed us to avoid spa e limitations
in building the unredu ed expression. The integration with
Haskell also allowed us to leverage parametri ity arguments
in proofs.
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7.5 Appli ations in Veri ation
Why would this onne tion between Haskell and de ision
pro edures be of interest to the veri ation ommunity ?
First, properties an be proven about Haskell programs.
Free theorems from the parametri ity of Haskell programs
that model mi ropro essors may provide symmetry-like arguments for redu ing the size of the state spa e.
Se ond, using Haskell allows models to be written in a
strongly-typed language. Type he king has its own bene ts
for a spe i ation language, and now we are providing a link
dire tly to veri ation tools for this language.
Third, Haskell works well as a meta-language for generating terms for input to the veri ation pro ess. Can laziness
in Haskell be exploited to avoid full generation of a term
while a proof is in progress ? Laziness ould be parti ularly
important for defe t- nding veri ation e orts.
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